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1. Scope 

1.1. Identification 

This user guide applies to the following software application: 

 

Application Name: DataARCH™ 

Version: 1.0.0 

Release Date: September 22, 2014 

1.2. System Overview 

DataARCH™ is a next-generation approach to integrate disparate data sources via a semantic web-

based industry standards integration platform. The DataARCH™ platform provides the middleware 

component that mediates between multiple data models to enable rapid data integration and information 

fusion. DataARCH™ is designed to significantly reduce the amount of time required for enterprise data 

integration and allow for queries to be performed against cloud (e.g. Hadoop) and non-cloud databases 

(e.g. RDBMS) simultaneously.  

Key architectural and technical components include: 

• A software mediation layer that enables rapid integration of cloud and non-cloud data sources 

(i.e. Hadoop-based data with non-Hadoop data). 

• The ability to import reference models via the Web Ontology Language (OWL) industry-

standard format. 

• An easy-to-use interface that enables users to browse mappings and ontologies, as well as 

create mappings between ontologies in the system. 

• A publishing capability to expose unified data as a new data source. 

 

This user guide explains the different features of the DataARCH™ platform and how to use them. 

1.3. Document Overview 

This document is divided into the following sections: 

• Section 1 includes introductory text describing the scope of the document and general overview of 

the DataARCH™ software. 

• Section 2 presents a list of reference documents. 

• Section 3 describes DataARCH™ software in more detail. 

• Section 4 provides the steps necessary to perform tasks in DataARCH™, such as accessing the 

system, loading models, and creating mappings. 

• Appendix A provides a list of acronyms used throughout the document. 

2. Reference Documents 

Document Name Ver Location 

Ozone Widget Framework User Guide Jan, 2014 
https://github.com/ozoneplatform/owf/wiki

/User%27s-Guide-Home 
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3. Software Overview 
 

3.1. Introduction 

The DataARCH™ platform provides tools to help a user manage and exploit enterprise data. The 

platform provides a registry that stores domain knowledge models (ontologies), mappings for 

integrating these models, and metadata associated with registered data sources.   

The user can use the DataARCH™ Workbech User Interface (UI) to upload knowledge models and 

create mapping files using the mapping tool.  The workbench UI allows the user to register data sources 

with the system, import data from local files, and generate statistics about their data.  Data from flat 

files can be cleaned and normalized before exposing it via DataARCH™.  In addition, DataARCH™ 

provides the capability for the user to discover relationships between entities from different data sources 

(duplicates, equivalences, etc.).  

Once the disparate data sources have been ingested, DataARCH™ provides the ability to map these 

multiple data sources to a common knowledge model. DataARCH™ exposes the common knowledge  

model through an industry standards based RESTful interface. 

This provides the ability for the user to execute a aggregated query and retrieve the results through the 

common data model. 

3.2. Component Layout 

DataARCH™ is divided into the following technical components: 

• Infrastructure: Provides the capability for DataARCH™ to store the knowledge models, 

mappings, application processing information specific to group and data source descriptors.  It 

also provides the capability to create data source descriptors and query external data (using the 

data’s native model, or the Semantic Federation source model if it has been mapped to the data’s 

native model).  

• Data Services: Provides knowledge models and mappings management.  It also provides a 

RESTful API to submit queries (supported by query translation), generate models and mappings 

statistics, and registering data sources. 

• User Interface:  The DataARCH™ user interface provides the ability to manage the ontologies, 

mappings, and data sources in DataARCH™.  Major components include:  

o The Project Explorer view allows the user to create DataARCH™ projects, upload 

ontologies, and visualize the models and mappings of each project.   

o The Mapping Tool allows a user to select a source and target ontology, create a simple 

mapping, and save the mapping. It also allows the user to add comments to mapping fields, 

or to the classes/properties of an ontology.  

o The Import view allows the user to upload data from local files into DataARCH™ and 

expose it as a data source.  It provides tools to inspect, normalize, format, and clean the 

data before publishing it.   

o The Relationship Discovery view provides tools to link entities from separate data sources. 
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4. Using the Application 
 

4.1. General Use Guides 

This section describes how to log in/out (authenticate) to your Ozone Widget Framework (OWF) 

instance, launch the DataARCH™ Workbench widget, and use other features of the OWF user 

interface.  

OWF is free open-source software (FOSS) that provides users with a single point-of-entry to any 

number of web applications (widgets). It’s used extensively by agencies across the United States 

Department of Defense and the Intelligence Community. More information on using the OWF can be 

found on its wiki at https://github.com/ozoneplatform/owf/wiki/User%27s-Guide-Home. 

4.1.1. Access to the OWF Program Application 

Table 1: Login Procedure 

Step Procedure 

1.  Reach the OWF webpage at https://hostname:port/owf 

2.  

Enter your User name and password on the Login window and press the “OK” button. 

 

Once the user credentials are verified, access to OWF should be granted. 
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4.1.2. Logout from the OWF Program Application 

Table 2: Logout Procedure 

Step Procedure 

1.  
Click on the arrow located at the right of your username.  Your username is located at the 

top right-hand corner. 

2.  

Click on “Sign Out” from the drop-down menu at the top right. 

  

4.1.3. Ozone Widget Framework Taskbar 

General OWF tasks and widgets are launched from the taskbar on top of the screen.  This section 

will explain how to use each action from the taskbar.  The list of available options varies based on 

user privileges. 

Table 3: Ozone Widget Framework Taskbar 

Step Procedure 

1.  

The left side of the taskbar contains the launch icons for general use actions within the 

dashboard.  Each icon is described below: 

 

A. Launch Menu (Alt+shift+L): Opens or closes the Launch Menu, allowing users to add 

widgets to their current dashboard. 

B. Switcher (Alt+Shift+C): Opens or closes the switcher, allowing users to switch 

between their dashboards. 

C. Settings (Alt+Shift+S): Opens the settings window, allowing users to customize their 

widgets or change themes. 

D. Administration (Alt+Shift+A): Opens the administration window, exposing 

administrators to functionality for managing groups, dashboards, widgets, and users. 

E. Help (Alt+Shift+H): Opens the help window, allowing users to browse help files for 

assistance on using the Ozone Widget Framework. 

F. Undock: Undocks toolbar to floating position and hide the banner 

A          B           C          D          E       F 
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Step Procedure 

2.  

The right side of the taskbar shows user information as well as the OWF platform 

information. 

Click on the arrow to show the dropdown menu 

  

The Profile choice displays the user’s  information 

 

The About choice displays the specifications of the Ozone Widget Framework 
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4.1.4. Launch Menu 

Table 4: Accessing the Launch Menu 

Step Procedure 

1.  Follow the steps in  Table 5  to show the Launch menu 

2.  

Select a widget and launch it either by clicking the “Launch” button, or double clicking on 

the widget icon.   

 

A. Toggle  widget list/icon view 

B. Resize widget icons 

C. Search widget by name 

4.1.5. Select a Widget to Launch 

Table 5: Widget Launch Procedure 

Step Procedure 

1.  

On the home page, click on the “Launch menu button” on the top left of the screen 

 

 

A 

B 

C 
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Step Procedure 

2.  

Select a widget and launch it either by clicking the “Launch” button, or double clicking on 

the widget icon.   

 

 

 

 

4.2. DataARCH™ Project Management 
 

4.2.1. Project Structure 

DataARCH™ projects can be used for organizing and managing any number of models and 

model mappings. The Project Explorer is located on the far left side of the workbench.  
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4.2.2. Create a Project 

Table 6: Create Project Procedure 

Step Procedure 

1.  

Click the new project icon at the top of the widget. 

 

2.  

Enter your new project name and click create when finished.  

 

 

  

The new project should be visible in the project explorer. 

 

 

 

 

4.2.3. Delete a Project 

Table 7: Delete Project Procedure 

Step Procedure 

1.  

Right click on the project to be deleted in the project explorer and click delete.  
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Step Procedure 

2.  

Click Yes at the message box. A second message box will confirm the deletion. 

 

 

 

  

The new project should no longer be visible in the project explorer.  

4.3. Connect to Data Sources 

DataARCH™ provides the “Publish as Endpoint” feature to bridge heterogeneous data sources into 

the DataARCH™ semantic ecosystem, allowing data in diverse formats and residing on various 

platforms to be exposed in the standards-based Resource Description Framework (RDF). For the 

desired data source, this feature will generate a SPARQL Endpoint, consumable over HTTP by a 

SPARQL client or by DataARCH™ for the purpose of being mapped to a global reference ontology.  

4.3.1. Connect to Relational Databases 

To publish the content of a relational database, the user is required only to provide the correct 

connection and authentication information when prompted. At the new Endpoint, DataARCH™ 

will generate the RDF representation of the database schema and handle mapping between query 

languages (SPARQL/SQL). 

DataARCH™ currently supports the following databases:  

- MySQL 

- PostgreSQL 

- Oracle 

- SQL Server 

- MS Access 

- HSQLDB 

- Any SQL-92 standard compliant databases 

NOTE: Contact support@orbistechnologies.com to request support for any relational databases not listed above. 
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Table 8: Connect to Relational Database Procedure 

Step Procedure 

1.  

Click Data > Publish as Endpoint > Relational Database.  

 

 

2.  

Enter the following pertinent information. Fields with asterisks (*) are required. 

 

 

Selecting Test will test if a connection is possible with the given configurations and display 

a message box if the test failed or succeeded.  

 

Selecting Save will attempt to establish the JDBC connection. A dialog will display if the 

endpoint was successfully added. 
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4.3.2. Connect to SPARQL Endpoints 

Table 9: Connect to a SPARQL Endpoint Procedure 

Step Procedure 

1.  

Click Data > Publish as Endpoint > RDF (SPARQL Endpoint)  

 

 

2.  

Enter the following pertinent information. Fields with asterisks (*) are required. 

 

 

Selecting Test will test if a connection is possible with the given configurations and display 

a message box if the test failed or succeeded.  

 

Selecting Save will store the SPARQL endpoint information.   
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4.3.3. Create Data Source from Flat Files 

DataARCH™’s Import Data feature allows a user to load data from a range of sources, including 

files that reside on the local file system or at remote locations (accessible via a URL), the 

clipboard (copy/paste), and from a SPARQL endpoint.  

4.3.3.1. Load a Flat File 

DataARCH™ supports the following file types:  

- TSV, CSV 

- XML  

- RDF (XML and N3) 

- JSON 

- Excel (XLS and XLSX) 

- Google Spreadsheets, Google Fusion Tables 

- Text files with custom separators or columns split by fixed width 

Table 10: Import data from a flat file. 

Step Procedure 

1.  

Click Data > Import  

 

 

NOTE: Contact support@orbistechnologies.com to request support for any file types not listed above. 
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Step Procedure 

2.  

Files can be loaded from multiple places. For this example, browse to a flat file on your 

computer. Then click Next.  

 

 

 

If data has been loaded recently, the file should populate in Previous Data.   

3.  

The content in the flat file should now be visible on the screen.  

 

 

 

4.3.3.2. Clean/Normalize Data 

It’s not unusual for data to include records that are incomplete, inaccurate, incorrect, or 

irrelevant. When importing data into DataARCH™, a user can replace, modify, or remove 

undesirable data prior to ingestion.  
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Table 11: Clean Data Procedure 

Step Procedure 

1. 

On an Import Data tab populated with data, left mouse click on a column’s downward facing 

arrow. On the context menu, go to Facet->Text facet 

 

2. 

Under the Facet / Filter tab to the left of the table, select one of the Text Facet’s in the list (ie. 

ALASTARO). This will reduce the dataset in the table to include only the subset specified.  

 

 On the Facet / Filter tab, select false to include only the data that has values in the specified 

column.  
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Step Procedure 

3. 

Another useful technique is to use the customized Facet by blank.  
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Table 12: Normalizing Data Procedure 

Step Procedure 

1. 

On an Import Data tab populated with data, left mouse click on a column’s downward facing 

arrow. On the context menu, go to Edit Cells->Cluster and edit… 

 

2. 

On the Cluster & Edit column dialog, select the desired clustering method and other criteria. 
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Step Procedure 

3. 

To update the cells in a cluster, select the Merge check box and enter a new cell value. For 

example, the screen shot below shows the cluster consisting of “Ahmolantie 6” and 

“AHMOLANTIE6” values being normalized to “ahmolantie 6”.  

 

 

Click Merge Selected & Close to merge the new cell values into the clustered cells.  
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4.3.3.3. Export to DataARCH™ Endpoint 

The above procedures describe importing data from external sources into DataARCH™. In 

order to expose this data globally, they should be exported to an DataARCH™ Endpoint. 

This process will create a repository to store the data in DataARCH™ and allow CRUD 

operations against it.  

Table 13: Exporting to Endpoint Procedure 

Step Procedure 

1. 

On an Import Data tab, click the Export button at the top right, and then select Export to 

DataARCH™ Endpoint on the dropdown context menu.   

 

 

  

NOTE: A new tab might be launched, pointing to an address similar to 

https://{DataARCH™Domain}/data-refine/command/triplestore-export/export-

data-arch/{projectName}. This tab can be closed when loading is complete. 
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4.4. Working with Models 

Models can be uploaded to your DataARCH™ project’s workspace and published within 

DataARCH™ to be accessed for general purposes or to be mapped to other data models.  

4.4.1. Upload a Model 

Upload to an DataARCH™ project. 

Table 14: Uploading a Model 

Step Procedure 

1.  

Click the Upload Model icon.  

  

 

2.  

Enter the following pertinent information. All fields are required.  

 

 

After uploading, you will see the model uploaded to the selected project in the project 

explorer.  
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4.4.2. Publish a Model 

Publish a project’s model to make it globally available within DataARCH™.  

Table 15: Publishing Model Procedure 

Step Procedure 

1.  

Right click on the model and click Publish 

 

  

 

This process may take a few seconds. Afterward, a confirmation box will be displayed. 

 

 

 

4.5. Working with Mappings 

After importing and publishing data, models, and/or endpoints, the DataARCH™ mapping feature 

can be used to define links between source and target models. The most common relationship is 

equivalence (owl:sameAs), but custom rules can be defined to handle more sophisticated mappings.  
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4.5.1. Create a Mapping 

Define the links between two different models loaded in DataARCH™ by creating a Mapping.    

Table 16: Create Mapping Procedure 

Step Procedure 

1.  

Click the New Model Mapping icon. 

 

  

 

2.  

Choose a Data Source Knowledge Model and a Target Knowledge Model. 

 

 

 

In this example, the same model (Domain) is being used.  
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Step Procedure 

3.  

To create a mapping, simply click the two properties to equate and the equivalence condition 

button. 

 

 

 

The equivalence condition will be visible at the bottom.   

 

4.  

If an equivalence relation is attempted between two different types of properties (e.g. a 

DataType and an Object property), the mapping will be created but a warning message box 

will appear.   

 

 

 

A warning sign will also be visible in the equivalence relations at the bottom. 
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4.5.2. Example of Custom Rules Creation 

DataARCH™’s model mapping feature allows the user to apply custom rules to map the source 

and target models. The user enters a condition and an assertion, and DataARCH™ will parse 

them and build the rule.  

Table 17: Custom Rule Creation Procedure 

Step Procedure 

1. 

On the model mapping, expand the Custom Rules window.  

 

2. 

Enter in a condition and an assertion, then click the Add Rule button.  

 
 

For example:  

Condition:  

(?s a datasource:Person),  

(?s datasource:age ?age),  

ge(?age, 13), le(?age, 19) 

Assertion:  

(?s a reference:Teenager) 

 

The clause entries in the condition are satisfied when the subject is a Person with an age 

between 12 and 20. When these terms are met, the deduced statement maps the source model’s 

subject ‘?s’ to the reference model’s Teenager class.  

3. 

When the rule is added, confirm it is listed in the Inventory of Mappings & Rules table.  

 

Click Save to save the rule(s).  
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4.5.3. Publish Mapping 

Publish a project’s model mapping to make it globally available within DataARCH™.  

Table 18: Map Publishing Procedure 

Step Procedure 

1.  

Similar to publishing models, right click on the mapping and click Publish.  

 

   

 

This process may take a few seconds. Afterward, a confirmation box will be displayed. 

 

 

4.6. Relationship Discovery 

The primary purpose of DataARCH™’s Relationship Discovery feature is to facilitate the linking of 

data sources via automated tooling and user-defined rules.  

The tool performs syntactic and semantic matchmaking of Linked Data entities, enabling the 

discovery of relationships between different data sources. The user can develop a workflow 

consisting of rules and transformers to establish the desired mappings via RDF links. The tool 

generates a confidence level (or score) to convey the perceived strength of the relationship. 
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Table 19: Create a Relationship Discovery Procedure 

Step Procedure 

1.  

Click the Relationship Discovery icon. 

  

2. ` 

Click Open Workspace 

 

3.  

Create a New Folder and give it a name.  
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4.6.1. Load Sources 

Table 20: Load Data Sources for Relationship Discovery Procedure 

Step Procedure 

1 

Click Resources 

 

 

2 

Browse to an existing file and click Upload.  
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Step Procedure 

3 

Confirm file was uploaded and listed under Available Resources.  

 

Upload other resources as needed, then click Close.  

4 

Click Source 
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Step Procedure 

5 

Add source information 

 

Click Ok 

6 

Confirm Source is listed under root directory 
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4.6.2. Create Link Workflow 

Table 21: Create Link Workflow for Relationship Discovery Procedure 

Step Procedure 

1 

Click the Linking button to bring up the Linking Task dialog.  

  

2 

Enter a Linking Task name, select sources A and B, and specify restrictions on those sources.  

 

Click Ok 

3 

Click Open to launch editor 
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Step Procedure 

4 

Using the editor, construct a workflow by dragging items from the left pane to the right.  

In the below example, note the workflow for source (A) and target (source B) are both routed 

through a lowercase transformer. This normalizes the text to provide a more accurate 

comparison.  

 

 

NOTE: For a more comprehensive guide to using the Linking Workflow Editor, please visit the Silk 

wiki at https://www.assembla.com/spaces/silk/wiki/Silk_Workbench. 
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Step Procedure 

5 

When the workflow is complete, click on the Generate Links tab to execute the workflow and 

produce the links.  

 

6 

To view component-level results in the workflow for a specific link, click the arrow in that 

row.  

In the example above, the aggregation component min selected the minimum comparator 

score, which was 97.5% due to a difference in source dates (2000-11-10 vs. 2000-11-20). 

4.6.3. Store Output 

Table 22: Store Relationship Discovery Output Procedure 

Step Procedure 

1 

Go to the Workspace tab 

 

2 

Click the Output button to bring up the Add Output dialog 
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Step Procedure 

3 

Enter a file name and the desired format, then click the Ok button. 

 

4 

Verify the new Output entry is listed  

 

5 Return to the Linking Workflow by clicking Open on the Linking Task (ie. movies). 

6 

Go to the Generate Links tab and click the Start button 

 

7 

On the Generate Links dialog, click the Enable button next to the desired output. Then click 

Generate Links.   

 

8 By default, the output file is written to {user.dir}/.silk/output on the server. 
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Appendix A  - Acronyms 

 

Acronym Description 

IT Information Technology 

OWF Ozone Widget Framework 

OWL Web Ontology Language 

RDF Resource Description Framework 

SPARQL SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language 

 


